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Abstract  
Wayne State University’s Office for Teaching and Learning (OTL) co-hosted an all-day symposium called 
Virtual Citizenship. This symposium was part of an ongoing, multi-faceted study of the intersection 
between information technologies and the practice of citizenship. The OTL, with the help of the New 
Media Consortium, was able to provide the resources and technical knowledge needed to produce this 
forum while showcasing new technologies. Prominent speakers presented their views and research live in 
the university’s auditorium and simultaneously via video streams into Second Life and the university’s 
web site. This article describes the procedures leading up to the broadcast and includes technical 
requirements, recommendations, and lessons learned. It has the instructions and checklists for similar 
projects in the future. Screen shots, videos of the Second Life Symposium and links to the podcasts of 
the presentations are also part of the article.  
Introduction  
With so many changes taking place weekly and daily in the worlds of academia, technology, and political 
engagement, it is no wonder convergence of the three was inevitable. A routine request for assistance to 
the Wayne State University’s (WSU) Office for Teaching and Learning (OTL) for a planned symposium 
provided the impetus for that office to leap into global learning and instruction using the flat web, social 
networking tools, virtual environments, and good information dissemination practices. This is a description 
of how that request became our successful venture into the virtual world and how we were able to 
integrate the university’s present media services and technologies with that world. This narrative, along 
with the checklists provided, can serve to assist other schools who want to use these new technologies in 
both appropriate and innovative ways.  
The Project  
In the fall of 2007, an interdepartmental committee was formed to sponsor a symposium on what 
citizenship means in the 21st Century. The committee had vast experience in organizing these types of 
events that take place in the traditional manner on campus (click here for planning sheet). Speakers were 
invited, venues found, accommodations made, host assignments made. Administrative staff coordinated 
the event, set up registration, and sent out press releases and campus-wide publicity. As the committee 
reviewed the speakers’ topics, the title for the event evolved. It was called “Virtual Citizenship and New 
Technologies.” With this overarching theme, the seminar’s organizing committee sought the use of 
complementary mediums that would model the symposium’s messages and the speakers’ topics—
collective activism, participative politics, new networks, and people power in the future. Given the budgets 
and resources available the committee proposed using streaming video, web sites, blogging and a 
simulcast of the speakers in the virtual world of Second Life (SL).  
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Figure 1: Evolving Symposium Planning  
 
 
Figure 2: Symposium Venues  
OTL Role  
The previous winter the University had already tested the waters of virtual worlds during another 
conference, the Humanities, Arts, Science and Technology Advanced Collaboratory (HASTAC). Second 
Life had been used to demonstrate the provision of educational presentations to a global audience. 
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Leadership from the Libraries who had sponsored HASTAC was more than willing to volunteer to 
continue this exploration into virtual worlds for educational purposes. The OTL, being a part of the 
Universities Libraries, took on the active role of launching the virtual aspects of the traditional seminar. 
The director of that office is responsible for university television and the Libraries’ web site and had 
encouraged research into training faculty to use Second Life. These three media and a blogging 
component complemented the speakers who delivered the traditional seminar. Narratives covering the 
media usage follow. The same information is in checklist form in the appendix.  
The Web Site  
The nature of the project suggested building a small site to act as a brochure advertising the symposium; 
a location to which other sites could link; an alternate location to stream the symposium live and to host 
archived video; and a virtual place to bring together and acknowledge the various parties collaborating on 
the symposium.  
Hosting  
The web site needed to have sufficient server space and power to handle the requirements of streaming 
video and Second Life, and to link together the event, the speakers, the larger University population and 
the world audience. The University Libraries' solid web server infrastructure, experience in creating 
standalone sites for various projects, and lack of red tape between idea and execution, made them a 
natural choice to develop and host the site. The committee was able to leverage the Libraries' existing 
web architecture and resources to develop, mount and update the site quickly.  
Design  
The design elements need to reflect the subject matter and the current memes in the online community. 
The thin banner was modeled from the social networking site Virb; rainbow gradients were suggested by 
the postmodern rock band Radiohead, who had recently self-released a new, free, online recording; and 
the black/white grid came from New York Times site designer Khoi Vin’s blog, Subtraction.  
 
 
Figure 3: Web Site for Virtual Citizenship Symposium  
Content  
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The site began as a simple one-page site giving date, location, a map, and a short description. When 
New Media Consortium (NMC) agreed to host the symposium virtually in their Second Life space, we 
added credit to them, a SLURL (Second Life URL) to their virtual amphitheater on their island, and a 
linked page with directions for getting a free account in Second Life and getting to the virtual symposium. 
Presenter profiles and links referencing their more permanent online presences were added. When 
presentation titles and a schedule of the day’s offerings became available, they were added along with a 
mechanism for symposium registration. It was planned to provide links to the files containing the 
presentation slides on the web site so that online attendees could download the files ahead of time. 
However, the presenters either did not have the final files available before the start time or used other 
means for illustrating their presentations and this content had to be uploaded afterwards.  
The site became a handy reference for other groups promoting or noting the symposium and incoming 
links were made from HASTAC, the New Media Consortium, WSU’s Pipeline news system, and WSU 
public computing desktops.  
University Television produced and hosted the streaming media and provided a discrete Quicktime .mov 
file for embedding in the site. It linked to the stream and broadcast the symposium in real time from this 
site. Following the symposium, the live stream page was retooled to become an archive for Windows 
Media format videos of each of the four presentations. A link to the live blogging done by one of the 
symposium’s hosts, Kevin Deegan-Krause, WSU’s Center for the Study of Citizenship, was also added. 
The archived streams are currently available from http://www.lib.wayne.edu/virship/stream.htm. The blog 
was removed from this archived site and redirected to the College of Liberal Arts and Science.  
Streaming Video  
There are three phases to any video production—pre-production, production, and post production.  
Pre-production  
It was decided to film with two cameras and stream the video from the main camera live into Second Life 
and then onto a corresponding website. The video format chosen was Quicktime after testing proved it to 
be the most reliable format for Second Life. The secondary camera was able to send a live feed into an 
overflow room. The audio video department set up the differing lighting and sound configurations prior to 
production. A decision was made to not use lavaliere microphones for the speakers and to make certain 
that they stayed in the lighted areas.  
Production  
The conference was filmed and streamed live in one day. Three camera people rotated throughout the 
day. The audio feed was handled by the University’s audio/visual department. The main camera 
(Panasonic HVX200 digital) primarily filmed close-up shorts. The secondary camera (Sony DX30 
BetaCam SP) filmed wide shots. The video signal was sent via firewire directly to an Apple laptop for 
compressing, and the stream was sent wirelessly to the server. A link was generated from the server with 
the streaming video and this address was sent to both the Second Life site and the symposium web site.  
Questions from the audience were handled with one cordless microphone. All of the mics fed an audio 
mixer and this signal was sent to the main camera and the public address system for the main room, as 
well as to the overflow room. The image from the computer was projected in the WSU auditorium using a 
Panasonic projector. Sound from the laptop was fed directly into the PA system.  
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Post Production  
Slides, titles, and graphics were added to both camera shots and editing was done using Final Cut Pro. 
This required syncing of footage from two different sources. The footage was color corrected. After 
completion of the edits of all four lectures, video was streamed using Windows Media Player. Multiple 
speeds were used to accommodate more machines: 48kbps, 112kbps, 259kbps and 369 kbps.  
 
 
Figure 4: Video streaming live into Second Life  
Second Life  
Using Second Life as one of the media delivery tools for the symposium was a deliberate choice. The 
need for social engagement among participants who, although they share ideas, are strangers and who 
differ in many ways could be met in the SL environment where there are fewer barriers to interaction 
between strangers and where the culture encourages commentary and dialog.  
Choosing a Site  
Second Life was chosen to provide the virtual experience of the symposium to a global audience. The 
WSU Libraries System is a member of New Media Consortium (NMC), an international 501(c)3 not-for-
profit consortium of nearly 250 learning-focused organizations dedicated to the exploration and use of 
new media and new technologies. The NMC maintains the largest educational presence in Second Life 
and its campus is available free for use by its members.  
Contact with New Media Consortium was made via email and subsequent piloting and testing was 
arranged. NMC provided a location on their Sim in their amphitheater that contained pre-built objects 
suitable for video streaming and posting of PowerPoint slides. NMC also promoted the symposium on 
their web site and on at least two listservs.  
 
Figure 5: NMC in Second Life  
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Instructions for Using the Virtual Site  
Instructions for getting a free SL membership and for teleporting to the NMC were prepared and posted 
on the Virtual Citizenship web site. Our instructions are listed here.  
Hosting the Virtual Symposium  
During the symposium several staff people from the OTL used their SL avatars to act as hosts, provide 
technical support, and to collect and disseminate information. It was anticipated that some of the people 
who attended would not be familiar with the virtual world, and because the live presenters were not 
represented in SL with avatars, the host avatars were able to channel the participation of the SL 
attendees. Communication between virtual world and real world was accomplished via the SL chat 
function and voice communication with the presenters on stage. The host avatars who used the chat 
function to talk with the SL attendees were also available to solve technical problems during the day. 
They relayed instructions and technical requirements and gave the location of the web site to those who, 
for whatever reason, could not view the video stream in SL. At least one of the OTL staff maintained a 
presence in SL and in the real life auditorium. This person could verbally deliver questions and comments 
received from SL to the presenters onstage during the Q&A session. Other functions that the hosts 
performed were documenting the virtual session with SL snapshots and participating in the lessons 
learned portion of the project.  
Blogging  
A site for blogging from the symposium was established on a WSU server and the sights, sounds and 
happenings were transmitted during and after the symposium. One person took on this duty but it could 
have been accomplished by more than one and on more than one blog.  
Traditional Symposium Logistics  
The traditional logistics needed by any event taking place on campus physically were enabled and 
enhanced by these various media. The web site was used to register participants, provide up-to-date 
content, and as a home page that served as an easily downloadable flyer that was distributed throughout 
the campus. The web site continues to serve as the archive of the event. Video streaming from the web 
site and from SL increased the number of people who viewed the symposium and allowed global 
participation in real time.  
Lessons Learned  
In the fall of 2008, the symposium on Virtual Citizenship will again be held at Wayne State University. 
Plans are underway to repeat the outreach of the symposium to the global and to the virtual community. 
The blend of topics, speakers, and media will continue to provide a dialogue for discussion and a 
repository of ideas. Plans include expansion of the topics to explain how service is a vital part of 
citizenship.  
The 2007 symposium acted as a “proof of concept” for the upcoming 2008 one. All of those responsible 
for the technology are still at the University and prepared to assist the new production. Advance 
notification to the internal and external players has been increased and preparation time will be reduced, 
because of the experiences gained by personnel and the processes that are in place. We plan to continue 
using the NMC’s Second Life site and their network will be utilized for publicity and announcements. 
However, other outlets will be found to publicize the event globally and will be initiated to gain a broader 
audience.  
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Symposium registration was handled through phone and email. To better manage growth of the event in 
the future, an online registration tool that can automate both the process and the data gathering will be 
used.  
Although most of the symposium's virtual attendees were able to see and hear the streaming media, 
certain users running Microsoft Windows experienced problems stemming from Active-X permissions on 
their local machines. Since controlling for the wide array of user platforms can be difficult, the 2008 web 
site will contain instructions regarding compatibility with users’ systems and recommendations for the 
streaming mechanism for the 2008 symposium.  
In 2007, the speakers did not actively participate with the attendees in Second Life. They had to use an 
intermediary. This will be rectified by providing a laptop on stage where the presenters can view their SL 
audience, and respond to text messages and audio questions. The 2008 presenters will be encouraged to 
use an avatar to augment their presence in the SL venue.  
The biggest change will be the provision of the speakers’ slides (prior to and during the presentations) 
and other materials to the global audience using the web site which is in place and the SL auditorium. 
Unlike in 2007, the cameras and operators will be able to send the speakers’ images and voices along 
with their slides to the SL auditorium, utilizing three screens, and to the live video stream on the web site.  
A welcome message will be given to our global participants. It will be posted on the web site and will be 
handed individually for the Second Life visitors in the form of note cards. The names and numbers of 
virtual participants will also be collected. Any questions that cannot be answered during the symposium, 
as well as the comments and answers, will be available on a linked blog.  
The web site of the 2008 symposium will provide the archive from 2007 and new materials related to the 
speakers and their topics. The lessons learned during the first symposium will be applied and this should 
result in better broadcasting, dissemination, staffing, and hosting in both the real world and virtual world.  
Summary  
The team that was brought together for this project met its challenges and tested its abilities to use 
complementary media to deliver the symposium’s message to a global audience. It provided multiple 
means by which participation was maximized and learners could interact with experts who in turn could 
test out their ideas. The team also succeeded in documenting the project and procedures utilized so that 
future projects could benefit. In addition to this documentation and the archived material, a checklist was 
produced and is found in the appendix.  
 
